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**Abstract**

The developable surface in $\mathbb{R}^3$ has the unique (singular or non-singular) Legendrian lift to the projective cotangent bundle on $\mathbb{R}^3$. In this paper we show that the converse assertion holds for singular ruled surfaces. We call such a surface a *ruled front*. We give an explicit form of the generating family of the Legendrian lift of a developable surface (a ruled front) and study singularities and their stability.

1 **Introduction**

Developable surfaces in $\mathbb{R}^3$ are the classical subject in differential geometry. It is, however, paid attention in several areas again. (i.e., Projective differential geometry[17], Computer graphics[7, 19 containing the industrial design etc.) The developable surface is a surface with the vanishing Gaussian curvature on the regular part and it is also a ruled surface. If the surface is the form $z = f(x, y)$ (i.e., the graph of the function $f(x, y)$), then the surface is a developable surface if and only if the Monge-Ampère equation $rt - s^2 - 0$ is satisfied on the surface, where $r = z_{xx}, s = z_{xy}, t = z_{yy}$. It has been classically known that the regular developable surface is a part of a cone, a cylinder or the tangent developable of a curve. The cylinder and the plane are complete non-singular developable surfaces, other developable surfaces always have singularities if these are complete. Recently there appeared several articles concerning on singularities of developable surfaces in $\mathbb{R}^3$ (cf., [5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 16, 18]). In these article classifications of singularities of developable surfaces are given. The set of developable surfaces forms a special class of ruled surfaces (ruled surfaces are also special surfaces in general singular surfaces), then the meaning of the genericity is quite delicate. For the tangent developable of a space curve, Cleave[5] is the first person who gave a generic classification of singularities. He has shown that the tangent developable of generic space curve is locally diffeomorphic to the cuspidal edge or
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the cuspidal crosscap at a singular point (cf., Example 2.5). Moreover, the cuspidal crosscap point corresponds to the point where the torsion of the curve vanishes. So the swallowtail does not appear for the tangent developable of a generic space curve. The more degenerated singularities of the tangent developable of a curve are classified by Mond[15], Sherbak[18] and Ishikawa[9]. It has been known that the tangent developable of a regular curve is the envelope of the osculating plane along the original curve. There are other two natural developable surfaces along a regular curve with respect to the Frenet frame. One is the envelope of the normal planes which is called a focal developable of the curve. Another one is the envelope of the rectifying planes which is called a rectifying developable of the curve. The situation is, however, rather different among these developable surfaces. The singularities of the focal developable (respectively, the rectifying developable) of a generic space curve has been classified by Porteous[16] (respectively, Izumiya, Katsumi and Yamasaki[11]). These developable surfaces are locally diffeomorphic to the cuspidal edge or the swallowtail at a singular point. Here, \( C \times \mathbb{R} = \{(x_1, x_2) \mid x_1^2 = x_2^3 \} \times \mathbb{R} \) is the cuspidal edge, \( CCR = \{(x_1, x_2, x_3) \mid x_2^2 = x_1^2 x_3 \} \) is the cuspidal crosscap and \( SW = \{(x_1, x_2, x_3) \mid x_1 = 3u^4 + u^2 v, x_2 = 4u^3 + 2uv, x_3 = v \} \) is the swallowtail.

In this paper we consider a generic classification and the stability of the singularities of general developable surfaces. Briefly speaking, the cuspidal edge, the cuspidal crosscap or the swallowtail appear as singularities of generic developable surfaces (cf., Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, Fig.1).
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In Example 2.7 we define the Gaussian rectifying surface of a space curve with non-vanishing curvature. As a corollary of our theorem, we can show that the all above singularities appear on the rectifying Gaussian surface of a generic space curve.

On the other hand, these singular surfaces are realised as wave fronts of Legendrian inclusions (cf., [3]). So these surfaces have the structure of both of wave fronts (i.e., co-orientable surfaces) and ruled surfaces. We call such the surface a ruled front. Proposition 3.2 asserts that the singular ruled front is a developable surface. It follows from the general theory of Legendrian singularities (cf., [2, 3, 20]) that these surfaces (with extra components) have generating families at least locally. In this paper we explicitly give the generating family of a developable surface under a certain good condition. We apply ordinary techniques of singularity theory to these families of functions, so that we interpret the meaning of stability and give a part of classifications.

All curves and maps considered here are of class \( C^\infty \) unless stated otherwise.
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2 Basic notions and examples

We now present basic concepts and properties of ruled surfaces and developable surfaces in $\mathbb{R}^3$. The classical theory has been given in [6]. These are, however, not so popular now, so that we review the classical framework in the first place. Since developable surfaces are ruled surface, we start to give the definition of ruled surfaces. A ruled surface in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is (locally) the image of the map $F_{(\gamma, \delta)} : I \times J \to \mathbb{R}^3$ defined by $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u) = \gamma(t) + u\delta(t)$, where $\gamma : I \to \mathbb{R}^3$, $\delta : I \to \mathbb{R}^3 \setminus \{0\}$ are smooth mappings and $I, J$ are open intervals. We assume that $I$ is bounded. We usually call the map $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ the ruled surface in stead of the image. We call $\gamma$ a base curve and $\delta$ a director curve. The straightlines $u \mapsto \gamma(t) + u\delta(t)$ are called rulings.

For the ruled surface $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$, if $\delta$ has a constant direction, then it is a cylindrical surface. Therefore, the ruled surface $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ is said to be noncylindrical provided $\delta' \wedge \delta$ never vanishes, where $\wedge$ denotes the exterior product of vectors in $\mathbb{R}^3$. Thus the rulings are always changing directions on a noncylindrical ruled surface. It is clear that the set $O_1$ consisting of noncylindrical ruled surfaces is an open and dense subset in $C^\infty_{pr}(I, \mathbb{R}^3 \times S^2)$. Then we have the following lemma (cf., [6]).

**Lemma 2.1** (1) Let $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u)$ be a noncylindrical ruled surface with $\|\delta(t)\| = 1$. Then there exists a smooth curve $\sigma : I \to \mathbb{R}^3$ such that $\text{Image } F_{(\gamma, \delta)} = \text{Image } F_{(\sigma', \delta)}$ and $\langle \sigma'(t), \delta'(t) \rangle = 0$, where $\langle \cdot, \cdot \rangle$ denotes the canonical inner product on $\mathbb{R}^3$. The curve $\sigma(t)$ is called the striction curve of $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u)$.

(2) The striction curve of a noncylindrical ruled surface $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u)$ does not depend on the choice of the base curve $\gamma$.

We can specify the place where the singularities of the ruled surface are located.

**Lemma 2.2** Let $F_{(\sigma, \delta)}$ be a ruled surface with the striction curve $\sigma$ and $\|\delta(t)\| = 1$. If $x_0 = F_{(\sigma, \delta)}(t_0, u_0)$ is a singular point of the ruled surface $F_{(\sigma, \delta)}$ then $u_0 = 0$ (i.e., $x_0 \in \text{Image } \sigma$). Moreover, if $\sigma'(t_0) \neq 0$, then the ruling through $\sigma(t_0)$ is tangent to $\sigma$ at $t_0$.

**Proof.** We can calculate the partial derivative of $F_{(\sigma, \delta)}$ as follows:

$$\frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial t}(t, u) = \sigma'(t) + u\delta'(t), \quad \frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial u}(t, u) = \delta(t).$$

Therefore we have

$$\frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial t} \wedge \frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial u}(t, u) = \sigma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t),$$

where $\wedge$ denotes the exterior product in $\mathbb{R}^3$. Since $\|\delta(t)\| = \sqrt{\langle \delta(t), \delta(t) \rangle} \equiv 1$, we have $\langle \sigma'(t), \delta'(t) \rangle \equiv 0$. By the condition that $\langle \sigma'(t), \delta'(t) \rangle \equiv 0$ and the above, there exists a smooth function $\lambda(t)$ such that $\sigma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) = \lambda(t)\delta'(t)$. So we have

$$\|\frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial t} \wedge \frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial u}(t, u)\|^2 = \|\lambda(t)\delta'(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t)\|^2$$

$$= \lambda(t)^2\|\delta'(t)\|^2 + 2\lambda(t)u\langle \delta'(t), \delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t) \rangle + u^2\|\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t)\|^2$$

$$= (\lambda(t)^2 + u^2)\|\delta'(t)\|^2.$$
Suppose that \( z_0 = F_{(\sigma, \delta)}(t_0, u_0) \) is a singular point of the ruled surface \( F_{(\sigma, \delta)} \), then
\[
\left\| \frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial t} \wedge \frac{\partial F_{(\sigma, \delta)}}{\partial u}(t_0, u_0) \right\| = 0.
\]
Since \( F_{(\sigma, \delta)} \) is noncylindrical, this means that \( u_0 = \lambda(t_0) = 0 \).

By Lemma 2.2, the singularities of a ruled surface are located on the striction curve. If we consider the crosscap \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u) = \left( t^2, \frac{u}{\sqrt{1 + t^2}}, \frac{ut}{\sqrt{1 + t^2}} \right) \), then \( \gamma(t) = (t^2, 0, 0) \), \( \gamma'(t) = (2t, 0, 0) \) and \( \delta'(t) = \left( 0, \frac{-t}{\sqrt{(1 + t^2)^3}}, \frac{1}{\sqrt{(1 + t^2)^3}} \right) \). By definition, \( \gamma(t) \) is the striction curve of \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u) \) and the singular point is \((0, 0, 0)\).

Let \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) be a ruled surface. We say that \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) is a developable surface if the Gaussian curvature on the regular part of \( F_{(\gamma, t)} \) vanishes. Let \((t, u) \in I \times J \) be a regular point of \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) and \( II = Ldt^2 + 2Mdtdu + Nd u^2 \) be the second fundamental form. Then the unit normal vector is
\[
\mathbf{n}(t, u) = \frac{\gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t)}{\left\| \gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t) \right\|}.
\]
Since \( \gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t) = \gamma''(t) + u\delta''(t) \), \( \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial t \partial u}(t, u) = \delta'(t) \) and
\[
\gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t) = 0,
\]
we have
\[
M = \left\langle \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial t \partial u}(t, u), \mathbf{n}(t, u) \right\rangle = \frac{\det(\gamma(t) \delta(t) \delta'(t))}{\left\| \gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u\delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t) \right\|},
\]
\[
N = \left\langle \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial u^2}(t, u), \mathbf{n}(t, u) \right\rangle = 0.
\]
Therefore, \( K(t, u) = -M^2 = 0 \) if and only if \( \det(\gamma'(t) \delta(t) \delta'(t)) = 0 \). So we adopt the following definition of singular developable surfaces: We say that \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) is a developable surface if \( \det(\gamma'(t) \delta(t) \delta'(t)) = 0 \) for any \( t \in I \). Then we have the following simple lemma.

**Lemma 2.3** Let \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) be a noncylindrical ruled surface. Then \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) is a developable surface if and only if there exist smooth functions \( \mu, \lambda : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) such that
\[
\gamma'(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t).
\]

By the lemma, we can control noncylindrical developable surfaces by using \( \mu(t), \lambda(t) \) and \( \delta(t) \). We adopt the space of noncylindrical developable surfaces as follows:
\[
\text{Dev}(I, \mathbb{R}^3) = \{ (\mu, \lambda, \delta) \mid (\mu, \lambda, \delta) : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2 \times (\mathbb{R}^3 \setminus \{0\}) \text{ proper } C^\infty \text{ map with } \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \neq 0 \}.
\]
The purpose of this paper is to study genericity and stability of noncylindrical developable surfaces in \( \text{Dev}(I, \mathbb{R}^3) \) with Whitney \( C^\infty \) topology. We now detect the singular locus of a noncylindrical developable surface.

**Corollary 2.4** Let \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) be a noncylindrical developable surface. We fix smooth functions \( \mu, \lambda : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R} \) with \( \gamma'(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t) \). Then the set of singular points of \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) is a curve parametrized by \( \sigma(t) = \gamma(t) - \lambda(t)\delta(t) \). If the curve \( \sigma(t) \) is non-singular, \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)} \) is the tangent developable of \( \sigma(t) \).
Proof. It is clear that \((t_0, u_0) \in I \times J\) is a singular point of \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) if and only if

\[
\frac{\partial F_{(\gamma, \delta)}}{\partial t}(t_0, u_0) \wedge \frac{\partial F_{(\gamma, \delta)}}{\partial u}(t_0, u_0) = \gamma'(t_0) \wedge \delta(t_0) + u_0 \delta'(t_0) \wedge \delta(t_0) = 0.
\]

If we substitute the relation \(\gamma'(t_0) = \mu(t_0) \delta(t_0) + \lambda(t_0) \delta'(t_0)\) into the last equality, we have

\[
\lambda(t_0) \delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0) + u_0 \delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0) = 0.
\]

Since \(\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0) \neq 0\), we have \(u_0 + \lambda(t_0) = 0\). So the singular locus on \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) is given by

\[
\Sigma(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}) = \{\gamma(t) - \lambda(t) \delta(t) \mid t \in I\}.
\]

By a direct calculation, we can easily show that the singular locus \(\gamma(t) - \lambda(t) \delta(t)\) is the strict curve of \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\). Moreover, we have

\[
\gamma'(t) - \lambda'(t) \delta(t) - \lambda(t) \delta'(t) = \mu(t) \delta(t) + \lambda(t) \delta'(t) - \lambda'(t) \delta(t) - \lambda(t) \delta'(t) = (\mu(t) - \lambda'(t)) \delta(t),
\]

so that the developable surface \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) is considered to be the tangent developable of the singular locus if \(\mu(t) - \lambda'(t) \neq 0\).

If \((t, u) \in I \times J\) is a regular point, the normal direction of \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) at \((t, u)\) is given by

\[
\hat{n}(t, u) = \gamma'(t) \wedge \delta(t) + u \delta'(t) \wedge \delta(t).
\]

Since \(\gamma'(t) = \mu(t) \delta(t) + \lambda(t) \delta'(t)\), the direction of the normal \(\hat{n}(t, u) = -(\lambda(t) + u) \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t)\) does not depend on \(u\). Even if the point \((t, u)\) is a singular point of \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\), \(\delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t)\) determines the normal direction. We say that a surface is co-orientable if the normal direction of the surface is determined at any point of the surface. A regular surface is, of course, co-orientable. The above assertion means that a developable surface is co-orientable.

We now give important examples of developable surfaces.

Example 2.5 (Tangent developables of space curves). Let \(\gamma : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3\) be a regular curve (i.e., \(\gamma'(t) \neq 0\)). If we adopt \(\delta(t) = \gamma'(t)\), then we call the developable surface \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) the tangent developable of \(\gamma\). The developable surface \(F_{(\gamma, \gamma)}\) is noncylindrical if and only if \(\gamma'(t) \wedge \gamma''(t) \neq 0\).

It is equivalent to the condition that the curvature \(\kappa(t)\) of \(\gamma(t)\) does not vanish. It has been classically known that the tangent developable of a space curve has the cuspidal edge along the curve \(\gamma(t)\) if the torsion \(\tau(t) \neq 0\) (cf., Fig.1). It is incredible that the generic classification of the singularities of tangent developables was found quite recently. Cleave\[5\] has shown that the tangent developable of a space curve has the cuspidal crosscap (cf., Fig.1) at the point \(\gamma(t_0)\) if \(\tau(t_0) = 0\) and \(\tau'(t_0) \neq 0\). These conditions are generic for space curves. It is known that the tangent developable is the envelope of the family of osculating planes along \(\gamma\).

On the other hand, even if there exists a point \(t_0 \in I\) such that \(\gamma'(t_0) = 0\), we can smoothly extend the tangent vector field along the curve under a certain condition (cf., \[9\]). Here, we only consider an example given by \(\gamma(t) = (t^2, t^3, t^4)\). In this case \(\gamma'(t) \neq 0\) except at the origin. The direction of \(\gamma'(t)\) is equal to the direction of the vector \(\delta(t) = (2, 3t, 4t^2)\) which is also smooth at the origin. So the ruled surface \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)}\) is called a tangent developable surface of the singular curve \(\gamma(t) = (t^2, t^3, t^4)\). Since \(\gamma'(t) = 2t \delta(t) + 6t \delta'(t)\), the condition in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied. Arnol'd\[1\] gave the observation that this surface has swallowtail at the origin. More detailed description is given by \[9\]. It is, however, known that the curve \(\gamma(t) = (t^2, t^3, t^4)\) is deformed into a regular curve under a sufficiently small perturbation. Therefore, the swallowtail is not
a generic (stable) singularity of tangent developable surfaces of space curves. For the curve
\( \gamma(t) = (t^2, t^3, t^4) \), the tangent developable is given by \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u) = (t^2 + 2u, t^3 + 3tu, t^4 + 4tu) \). If we slightly perturb the curve into \( \gamma_{\epsilon}(t) = (t^2, t^3 - \epsilon t, t^4) \), the corresponding tangent developable is \( F_{(\gamma_{\epsilon}, \delta)}(t, u) = (t^2 + 2tu, t^3 - \epsilon t + u(3t^2 - \epsilon), t^4 + 4t^2u) \) which has the cuspidal crosscap at the origin. The situation is depicted in Fig.2. The left picture is \( F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t, u) \) and the right one is \( F_{(\gamma_{\epsilon}, \delta)}(t, u) \).

**Fig. 2**

**Example 2.6 (Focal developables of space curves).** Let \( \gamma : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \) be a regular curve such that the curvature and the torsion of the curve do not vanish at any point. The envelope of the family of normal planes along \( \gamma \) is called the focal developable (or the polar developable) of the curve \( \gamma \). In order to represent the focal developable in our form, we now consider the arclength parameter \( s \), so that the tangent vector \( \gamma'(s) \) is a unit vector. The principal normal of \( \gamma \) is \( n(s) = \frac{\gamma''(s)}{||\gamma'(s)||} \) and the binormal is \( b(s) = \gamma(s) \wedge n(s) \). We denote \( \tau(s) \) the torsion of \( \gamma(s) \). We now give a new curve \( \sigma(s) = \gamma(s) + \frac{1}{\kappa(s)}n(s) \) and \( \delta(s) = -\frac{\kappa'(s)}{\tau(s)\kappa^2(s)}b(s) \). Then the focal developable is the surface \( F_{(\sigma, \delta)} \) (cf., [13]). The set of singularities is the locus of centres of osculating spheres. We remember that the osculating sphere of the curve is the sphere which has at least fourth points contact with the curve. Porteous[16] has shown that the sigularities of the focal developable of the generic space curve is the cuspidal edge or the swallowtail. The swallowtail of the focal developable corresponds to the point \( \gamma(s_0) \) at where

\[
\frac{\tau(s)}{\kappa(s)} = \left( \frac{\kappa'(s)}{\kappa^2(s)\tau(s)} \right)' , \quad \left( \frac{\tau(s)}{\kappa(s)} \right)' = \left( \frac{\kappa'(s)}{\kappa^2(s)\tau(s)} \right)'' .
\]

Under the assumption that \( \kappa(s) \neq 0 \) and \( \tau(s) \neq 0 \), the curve \( \gamma \) is a spherical curve if and only if \( \tau(s)/\kappa(s) \equiv (\kappa'(s)/\kappa^2(s)\tau(s))' \). Moreover the swallowtail point of the focal developable corresponds to the point on the curve \( \gamma \) at where the curve has exactly five points contact with the osculating sphere.

**Example 2.7 (Rectifying developables of space curves).** We also consider a unit speed regular curve \( \gamma : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3 \) with non vanishing curvature \( \kappa(s) \). There is another important developable surface along \( \gamma \) with respect to the Frenet frame. The envelop of the family of rectifying planes along \( \gamma \) is called the rectifying developable of the curve \( \gamma \). Here, the rectifying plane at \( \gamma(s) \)
is defined to be a plane generated by the tangent vector $\gamma'(s)$ and the binormal vector $b(s)$. In [11] we studied the singularities of rectifying developables of space curves and the geometric meaning. In the classical treatises of differential geometry, the Darboux vector of $\gamma$ is defined by $D(s) = \tau(s)\gamma'(s) + \kappa(s)b(s)$. However, we define a vector $\tilde{D}(s) = (\tau/\kappa)(s)\gamma'(s) + b(s)$ which is called a modified Darboux vector of $\gamma$. We can show that the rectifying developable of a unitspeed space curve $\gamma$ is $F_{(\gamma,\tilde{D})}(s, u) = \gamma(s) + u\tilde{D}(s)$. We also define another developable surface $F_{(b,\gamma)}(s, u) = b(s) + u\gamma'(s)$. We call it a rectifying Gaussian surface of $\gamma(s)$. In [11] we have studied the singularities of the rectifying developable and the rectifying Gaussian surface of a space curve $\gamma(s)$ with the condition that $\kappa(s) \neq 0$ and $\tau(s) \neq 0$. It has been shown that the singularities of the rectifying developable and the rectifying Gaussian surface of a generic curve with the condition that $\kappa(s) \neq 0$ and $\tau(s) \neq 0$ are the cuspidal edge or the swallowtail.

The swallowtail point of the rectifying developable corresponds to the point $\gamma(s_0)$ at where the conditions

$$\left(\frac{T}{\kappa}\right)'(s_0) \neq 0, \quad \left(\frac{T}{\kappa}\right)''(s_0) = 0, \quad \left(\frac{T}{\kappa}\right)'''(s_0) \neq 0$$

are satisfied. Moreover, the swallowtail point of the rectifying Gaussian surface corresponds to the point $\gamma(s_0)$ at where the conditions

$$\left(\frac{T}{\kappa}\right)'(s_0) = 0, \quad \left(\frac{T}{\kappa}\right)''(s_0) \neq 0$$

are satisfied.

On the other hand, the curve $\gamma(s)$ satisfying the condition that $(\tau/\kappa)(s)$ is constant is a cylindrical helix. So the singularities of these developable surfaces describe how $\gamma(s)$ is different from cylindrical helices. In our paper[11] we did not consider the point $\gamma(s_0)$ at where $\tau(s_0) = 0$. In 1997, Toshi Fukui observed cuspidal crosscaps on rectifying Gaussian surfaces by using the graphical tool of Mathematica. In fact, Fig.3 is the picture of the rectifying Gaussian surface of $\gamma(t) = (t, t^2, t^4)$. We can observe the cuspidal crosscap.

![Fig. 3](image_url)

By the result in this paper, we can assert that the rectifying developable is nonsingular at such a point, but the rectifying Gaussian surface is locally diffeomorphic to the cuspidal crosscap for generic $\gamma$. (cf., Theorem 2.8). This means that Fukui’s observation is true.
We also have other examples which are given by equi-affine differential geometry on space curves [10]. Since we have already used large space for examples, we do not present it here. We now state a classification theorem of singularities of generic developable surfaces.

**Theorem 2.8** Let $F_{(t,\delta)} : I \times J \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$ be a noncylindrical developable surface. We fix smooth functions $\mu, \lambda : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ with $\gamma(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t)$. Let $(t_0, u_0) \in I \times J$ be a singular point of $F_{(t,\delta)}$ and put $x_0 = \gamma(t_0) + u_0\delta(t_0) = F_{(t,\delta)}(t_0, u_0)$.

1) Suppose that $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0$. Then
   (a) The germ of $F_{(t,\delta)}(I \times J)$ at $x_0$ is locally diffeomorphic to $C \times \mathbb{R}$ if $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$ and $\mu(t_0) \neq \lambda''(t_0)$.
   (b) The germ of $F_{(t,\delta)}(I \times J)$ at $x_0$ is locally diffeomorphic to SW if $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$, $\mu(t_0) = \lambda'(t_0)$ and $\mu'(t_0) \neq \lambda''(t_0)$.

2) Suppose that $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) = 0$. Then The germ of $F_{(t,\delta)}(I \times J)$ at $x_0$ is locally diffeomorphic to CCR if $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$, $\mu(t_0) \neq \lambda'(t_0)$ and $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta^{(3)}(t_0)) \neq 0$.

The proof of Theorem 2.8 will be given in §5 and §6. The classifications in all examples we mentioned in this section are corollaries of Theorem 2.8.

By the ordinary arguments on the jet transversality theorem, we have the following theorem. Since the arguments on the jet transversality theorem are traditional way, we omit the detail.

**Theorem 2.9** There exists an open and dense subset $\mathcal{O} \subset \text{Dev}(I, \mathbb{R}^3)$ such that the following conditions hold for any $(\mu, \lambda, \delta) \in \mathcal{O}$:

(i) There are no point $(t_0, u_0) \in I \times J$ with $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$, $\mu(t_0) = \lambda'(t_0)$ and $\mu'(t_0) = \lambda''(t_0)$.

(ii) There are finitely many points $(t_0, u_0) \subset I \times J$ with $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$, $\mu(t_0) = \lambda'(t_0)$ and $\mu'(t_0) = \lambda''(t_0)$.

(iii) There are no point $(t_0, u_0) \in I \times J$ with $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) = 0$, $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$ and $\mu(t_0) = \lambda'(t_0)$.

(iv) There are no point $(t_0, u_0) \in I \times J$ with $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) = 0$, and $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$.

(v) There are finitely many points $(t_0, u_0) \in I \times J$ with $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) = 0$, $u_0 = \lambda(t_0)$, $\mu(t_0) \neq \lambda'(t_0)$ and $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta^{(3)}(t_0)) = 0$.

By Theorems 2.8 and 2.9, the cuspidal edge, the cuspidal crosscap and the swallowtail are the exhaustive list of singularities for generic noncylindrical developable surfaces. Since $\mathcal{O}$ in Theorem 2.9 is an open set in $\text{Dev}(I, \mathbb{R}^3)$ these singularities are stable under the perturbations of $(\mu, \lambda, \delta)$.

### 3 Ruled fronts

Since a developable surface is co-orientable, we can construct a unique lift to the projective cotangent bundle $\pi : PT^*\mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$. Firstly, we review geometric properties of this space. Consider the tangent bundle $\tau : TPT^*\mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow PT^*(\mathbb{R}^3)$ and the differential map $d\pi : TPT^*\mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow T\mathbb{R}^3$ of $\pi$. For any $X \in TPT^*\mathbb{R}^3$, there exists an element $\alpha \in T^*_x\mathbb{R}^3$ such that $\tau(X) = [\alpha]$. For an element $V \in T_x\mathbb{R}^3$, the property $\alpha(V) = 0$ does not depend on the choice of representative of the class $[\alpha]$. Thus we can define the canonical contact structure on $PT^*\mathbb{R}^3$ by

$$K = \{ X \in TPT^*\mathbb{R}^3 | \tau(X)(d\pi(X)) = 0 \}.$$
Because of the trivialization $PT^*\mathbb{R}^3 \cong \mathbb{R}^3 \times P(\mathbb{R}^3)^*$, we call
\[(x_1, x_2, x_3), (\xi_1 : \xi_2 : \xi_3)\]
a homogeneous coordinate, where $(\xi_1 : \xi_2 : \xi_3)$ is the homogeneous coordinate of the dual projective space $P(\mathbb{R}^3)^*$.

It is easy to show that $X \in K_{(x,\xi)}$ if and only if $\sum_{i=1}^{3} \mu_i \xi_i = 0$, where $d\pi(X) = \sum_{i=1}^{3} \mu_i \frac{\partial}{\partial \xi_i}$. An immersion $i : L \to PT^*\mathbb{R}^3$ is said to be a Legendrian immersion if dim $L = 3$ and $dt_q(T_q L) \subset K_{(q)}$ for any $q \in L$. For a subset $i : L \subset PT^*\mathbb{R}^3$, it is called a Legendrian inclusion if $i$ is a Legendrian immersion on the regular part of $L$. We also call the set $W(i) = \text{image } \pi \circ i$ a wave front of $i$ and $i$ (or, the image of $i$) is called a Legendrian lift of $W(i)$. If $i$ is a Legendrian immersion, we say that the image of $i$ is a regular Legendrian inclusion and the wave front $W(i)$ has a regular Legendrian lift. Otherwise the image of $i$ is called a singular Legendrian inclusion and $W(i)$ has a singular Legendrian lift. We now define the notion of ruled fronts. We say that the surface in $\mathbb{R}^3$ is a ruled front if it is a ruled surface and has a Legendrian lift.

For any developable surface $F(t, s) : I \times J \to \mathbb{R}^3$, we define a smooth mapping $L_{(t, s)} : I \times J \to PT^*\mathbb{R}^3$ by $L_{(t, s)}(t, u) = (F(t, s)(t, u), [\delta(t), \delta'(t)])$, where we denote that $[v] = [v_1 : v_2 : v_3]$ for any vector $v = (v_1, v_2, v_3)$.

Let $(t, u) \in I \times J$ be a point and $V = \xi \frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \eta \frac{\partial}{\partial u} \in T_{(t, u)}(I \times J)$ be a tangent vector, then we have $d\pi(L_{(t, s)}(V)) = \xi(\gamma'(t) + u\delta'(t)) + \eta\delta(t)$. Since there exist smooth functions $\mu, \lambda : I \to \mathbb{R}$ such that $\gamma'(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t)$, we can easily show that
\[\langle \xi(\gamma'(t) + u\delta'(t)) + \eta\delta(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \rangle = 0.\]

This condition means that $dL_{(t, s)}(V) \in K_{L_{(t, s)}(t, u)}$. Thus we have shown the following proposition.

**Proposition 3.1** Any noncylindrical developable surface is a ruled front.

We consider the converse of the above proposition. We can say that any non singular surface is co-orientable, so that it has the unique Legendrian lift. If we consider Hyperboloid of one sheet, it is a non singular ruled surface and it is not a developable surface. This example shows that the converse of the above proposition does not hold in general. We can, however, show the converse of the above proposition for singular ruled fronts.

**Proposition 3.2** If a noncylindrical ruled front has singular points, then it is a developable surface around the singularities.

**Proof.** Without loss of generality, we assume that $F(t, s)$ is a ruled front such that $\gamma$ is the striction curve and $||\delta(t)|| = 1$. By Lemma 2.2, singularities are located on the striction curve $\gamma$.

Let $x_0 = F(t_0, 0)$ be a singular point. If $\gamma'(t_0) = 0$, then the normal direction
\[\frac{\partial F(t, s)}{\partial t}(t_0, u) \wedge \frac{\partial F(t, s)}{\partial u}(t_0, u) = u(\delta'(t_0) \wedge \delta(t_0))\]
is constant along the ruling through $x_0$.

It also follows from Lemma 2.2 that the ruling through $x_0$ is tangent to $\gamma$ at $\gamma(t_0)$ if $\gamma'(t_0) \neq 0$. In this case the direction of the normal vector of $F(t, s)$ at $x_0$ is also given by $\delta'(t_0) \wedge \delta(t_0)$.
On the other hand, if there exists a sequence \( \{ t_n \} _{n=1} ^\infty \) convergent to \( t_0 \) such that \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) is non singular at each \( (t_n, 0) \), then we have the normal vector \( \gamma'(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n) \) of the surface \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) at \( (t_n, 0) \), so that we have
\[
\langle \delta(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n), \gamma'(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n) \rangle = \langle \delta(t_n), \gamma'(t_n) \rangle \langle \delta(t_n), \delta(t_n) \rangle - \langle \delta(t_n), \delta(t_n) \rangle \langle \delta(t_n), \gamma'(t_n) \rangle = 0.
\]
This means that the direction of \( \gamma'(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n) \) is always orthogonal to the direction of \( \delta(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n) \). If we consider the limit position of the direction \( \gamma'(t_n) \wedge \delta(t_n) \) as \( n \to \infty \), then it is also orthogonal to \( \delta'(t_0) \wedge \delta(t_0) \). This means that we cannot determine the normal direction of \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) at \( (t_0, 0) \). This contradicts to the assumption that \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) is a ruled front.

Hence, the singular set \( S = \{ t \in I | F(\gamma, \delta) \text{ is singular at } (t, 0) \} \) is an open subset in \( I \). Since the singular set \( S \) is a closed subset in a connected set \( I \), the surface \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) is singular along \( \gamma \). By the previous arguments, the surface \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) is a tangent developable along \( \gamma \) on the place \( \gamma'(t) \neq 0 \). In this case the normal direction is constant along the ruling through \( x = F(\gamma, \delta)(t, 0) \).

As we already mentioned that the normal direction is also constant along the ruling through \( x = F(\gamma, \delta)(t, 0) \) if \( \gamma'(t) = 0 \). This is the condition that the ruled surface \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) is a developable surface.

We have the following condition that the developable surface has the regular Legendrian lift.

**Proposition 3.3** Under the same notations as the previous paragraph, the Legendrian lift \( L(\gamma, \delta) \) is an immersion at \( (t_0, u_0) \) if and only if \( \det(\delta(t_0), \delta'(t_0), \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0 \).

**Proof.** We denote that \( D_{ij}(t) = \delta_i(t)\delta'_j(t) - \delta_j(t)\delta'_i(t) \) for \( i, j = 1, 2, 3 \), then \( \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) = (D_{23}, -D_{13}, D_{12}) \). Without the loss of generality, we may assume that \( D_{23}(t_0) \neq 0 \). In this case the local representation of \( L(\gamma, \delta) \) in the affine coordinate of \( PT^*\mathbb{R}^3 \) is given by
\[
L(\gamma, \delta)(t, u) = \left( \gamma(t) + u\delta(t), -\frac{D_{13}(t)}{D_{23}(t)} \frac{D_{12}(t)}{D_{23}(t)} \right).
\]

Therefore we have
\[
\frac{\partial L(\gamma, \delta)}{\partial t}(t, u) = \left( \gamma'(t) + u\delta'(t), \begin{bmatrix} D_{23}(t) & -D_{13}(t) \\ D_{23}(t) & -D_{13}(t) \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} D_{23}(t) \\ D_{23}(t) \end{bmatrix} \right),
\]
\[
\frac{\partial L(\gamma, \delta)}{\partial u}(t, u) = (\delta(t), 0, 0).
\]

It follows that rank \( \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial L(\gamma, \delta)}{\partial t}(t_0, u_0) \\ \frac{\partial L(\gamma, \delta)}{\partial u}(t_0, u_0) \end{pmatrix} \neq 2 \) if and only if
\[
\begin{vmatrix} -D_{23}(t_0) & D_{13}(t_0) & D_{23}(t_0) \\ -D_{23}(t_0) & D_{13}(t_0) & D_{23}(t_0) \end{vmatrix} \neq (0, 0).
\]

Concerning on the other cases, we can state that \( L(\gamma, \delta) \) is an immersion at \( (t_0, u_0) \) if and only if
\[
\begin{vmatrix} -D_{13}(t_0) & D_{12}(t_0) & D_{23}(t_0) \\ -D_{13}(t_0) & D_{12}(t_0) & D_{23}(t_0) \end{vmatrix} \neq (0, 0, 0).
\]
Since
\[ \delta(t_0) \land \delta'(t_0) = (D_{23}(t_0), -D_{13}(t_0), D_{12}(t_0)) \text{ and } \delta(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0) = (D'_{23}(t_0), -D'_{13}(t_0), D'_{12}(t_0)), \]
this condition means that \((\delta(t_0) \land \delta'(t_0)) \land (\delta(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0.\)

On the other hand, we can easily show that \((a \land b) \land (a \land c) = \det(a \ b \ c)a\) for any vectors \(a, b, c \in \mathbb{R}^3.\) So the above condition is equivalent to the condition that \(\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0.\)

\[ \square \]

\section{Generating families}

For the study of singularities of wave fronts, we refer the Arnol’d-Zakalyukin theory \([2, 20]\) as follows: Let \(F: (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}, 0)\) be a function germ. We say that \(F\) is a Morse family if the mapping
\[ \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_1}, \ldots, \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_k} \right): (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^k, 0) \]
is non-singular, where \((q, x) = (q_1, \ldots, q_k, x_1, x_2, x_3) \in (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0).\) In this case we have a smooth surface
\[ \Sigma_*(F) = \left\{(q, x) \in (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \mid F(q, x) = \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_1}(q, x) = \cdots = \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_k}(q, x) = 0 \right\} \]
and the map germ \(\Phi_F: \Sigma_*(F) \rightarrow PT^*\mathbb{R}^3\) defined by
\[ \Phi_F(q, x) = \left( x, \left[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(q, x) : \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(q, x) : \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(q, x) \right] \right) \]
is a Legendrian immersion. Then we have the following fundamental theorem of Arnol’d-Zakalyukin \([2, 20]\).

\textbf{Proposition 4.1} All Legendrian submanifold germs in \(PT^*\mathbb{R}^3\) are constructed by the above method.

If \(F\) is not a Morse family, \(\Sigma_*(F)\) is not a smooth surface and the image \(\Phi_F(\Sigma_*(F))\) is a singular Legendrian inclusion. We call \(F\) a generating family of \(\Phi_F\) or \(W(\Phi_F).\) Therefore the wave front is
\[ W(\Phi_F) = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^3 \mid \text{there exists } q \in \mathbb{R}^k \text{ such that } F(q, x) = \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_1}(q, x) = \cdots = \frac{\partial F}{\partial q_k}(q, x) = 0 \right\}. \]

If \(F_q^{-1}(0)\) is a non-singular surface for any \(q \in \mathbb{R}^k,\) then it is the envelope of the \(k\)-parameter family of surfaces \(\{F_q^{-1}(0)\}_{q \in \mathbb{R}^k}.\) We usually denote that \(D_F = W(\Phi_F)\) and call it the discriminant set of \(F.\)

We now introduce an equivalence relation among Legendrian inclusion germs. Let \(i: (L, p) \subset (PT^*\mathbb{R}^3, p)\) and \(i': (L', p') \subset (PT^*\mathbb{R}^3, p')\) be Legendrian inclusion germs. Then we say that \(i\) and \(i'\) are Legendrian equivalent if there exists a contact diffeomorphism-germ \(H: (PT^*\mathbb{R}^3, p) \rightarrow (PT^*\mathbb{R}^3, p')\) such that \(H\) preserves fibres of \(\pi\) and that \(H(L) = L'.\) A Legendrian immersion-germ into \(PT^*\mathbb{R}^3\) at a point is said to be Legendrian stable if for every map
with the given germ there is a neighbourhood in the space of Legendrian immersions (in the Whitney $C^\infty$ topology) and a neighbourhood of the original point such that each Legendrian immersion belonging to the first neighbourhood has in the second neighbourhood a point at which its germ is Legendrian equivalent to the original germ.

We can interpret the above equivalence by using the notion of generating families. We denote $\mathcal{E}_n$ the local ring of function germs $(\mathbb{R}^n, 0) \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ with the unique maximal ideal $\mathfrak{m}_n = \{ h \in \mathcal{E}_n \mid h(0) = 0 \}$. Let $F, G : (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}, 0)$ be function-germs. We say that $F$ and $G$ are $P$-$\mathcal{K}$-equivalent if there exists a diffeomorphism-germ $\Psi : (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0)$ of the form $\Psi(x, u) = (\psi_1(q, x), \psi_2(x))$ for $(q, x) \in (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0)$ such that $\Psi^*((F)_{\mathcal{E}_{k+3}}) = (G)_{\mathcal{E}_{n+k}}$. Here $\Psi^* : \mathcal{E}_{k+3} \rightarrow \mathcal{E}_{k+3}$ is defined by $\Psi^*(h) = h \circ \Psi$.

Let $F : (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}, 0)$ a function-germ. We say that $F$ is a $\mathcal{K}$-versal unfolding of $f = F|\mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}$ if

$$\mathcal{E}_k = T_\varepsilon(\mathcal{K})(f) + \left( \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1} |\mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}, \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2} |\mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}, \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3} |\mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\} \right) \varepsilon_k,$$

where

$$T_\varepsilon(\mathcal{K})(f) = \left( \frac{\partial f}{\partial q_1}, \ldots, \frac{\partial f}{\partial q_k}, f \right) \varepsilon_k.$$

(See [14].)

The main result in Arnol'd-Zakalykin's theory [2, 20] is as follows:

**Theorem 4.2** Let $F, G : (\mathbb{R}^k \times \mathbb{R}^3, 0) \rightarrow (\mathbb{R}, 0)$ be Morse families. Then

1. $\Phi_F$ and $\Phi_G$ are Legendrian equivalent if and only if

$$\text{rank} H(F | \mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}) = \text{rank} H(G | \mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\})$$

and $F, G$ are $P$-$\mathcal{K}$-equivalent.

Here $H(F | \mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\})$ is the Hessian matrix of $F | \mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}$ at 0.

2. $\Phi_F$ is Legendrian stable if and only if $F$ is a $\mathcal{K}$-versal unfolding of $F | \mathbb{R}^k \times \{0\}$.

Let $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ be a noncylindrical developable surface. By Proposition 3.3, the Legendrian lift $L_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ is a Legendrian immersion at the point $(t_0, u_0)$ where $\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0$. Thus, the generating family of $L_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ exists at $L_{(\gamma, \delta)}(t_0, u_0)$ by the general theory.

We now explicitly write down the (global) generating family of $L_{(\gamma, \delta)}$. Since $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ is noncylindrical, $\delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t)$ never vanishes. We define a smooth family of functions

$$F : I \times \mathbb{R}^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$$

by

$$F(t, x) = (\gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t)).$$

We denote that $f_x(t) = F(t, x)$. Then we have the following proposition.

**Proposition 4.3** Let $F_{(\gamma, \delta)} : I \times J \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$ be a noncylindrical developable surface. Then

1. $f_x(t) = 0$ if and only if there exist $\xi, \eta \in \mathbb{R}$ such that $x = \gamma(t) + \xi \delta(t) + \eta \delta'(t)$.

2. $f_x(t) = f_x'(t) = 0$ if and only if there exist $\xi, \eta \in \mathbb{R}$ such that $x = \gamma(t) + \xi \delta(t) + \eta \delta'(t)$ and $\eta \delta(t) \delta'(t) \delta''(t) = 0$.  
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Proof. Since there exists functions $\mu, \lambda : I \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ with $\gamma'(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t)$, we have
\[ f'_x(t) = \langle \gamma'(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \rangle + \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle = \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle. \]

The assertion (1) is trivial. For the proof of the assertion (2), we may assume that there exist $\xi, \eta \in \mathbb{R}$ such that $x = \gamma(t) + \xi\delta(t) + \eta\delta'(t)$. Since $f'_x(t) = 0$,
\[ 0 = \langle -\xi\delta(t) - \eta\delta'(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle = -\eta \langle \delta(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle = \eta \text{det}(\delta(t), \delta'(t), \delta''(t)). \]

By Proposition 4.3, we have $\Sigma_r(F) = \Sigma_{\text{Dev}}(F) \cup \Sigma_\sigma(F)$, where
\[ \Sigma_{\text{Dev}}(F) = \{(t, x) \in \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^3 \mid \text{there exists } \xi \in \mathbb{R} \text{ such that } x = \gamma(t) + \xi\delta(t) \} \]
and
\[ \Sigma_\sigma(F) = \{(t, x) \in \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^3 \mid \text{there exist } \xi, \eta \in \mathbb{R} \text{ such that } x = \gamma(t) + \xi\delta(t) + \eta\delta'(t) \text{ and } \text{det}(\delta(t), \delta'(t), \delta''(t)) = 0 \}. \]

Therefore the discriminant set of $F$ is
\[ D_F = W(\Phi_F) = F_{(\gamma, \delta)}(I \times J) \cup \pi(\Sigma_\sigma(F)). \]

It follows that $\Phi_F(\Sigma_{\text{Dev}}(F))$ is the unique Legendrian lift of the developable surface $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$. By this reason, we call the function $F(t, x) = \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \rangle$ the generating family of the developable surface $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$. By the general theory of Legendrian singularity[2, 20], the Legendrian inclusion $L_{(\gamma, \delta)}$ is non singular if the generating family is a Morse family. The following theorem give the condition that the generating family is a Morse family.

**Theorem 4.4** Let $F_{(\gamma, \delta)} : I \times J \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^3$ be a noncylindrical developable surface and $(t_0, u_0)$ be a singular point of $F_{(\gamma, \delta)}$. Then the followings are equivalent:

1. $L_{(\gamma, \delta)} : I \times J \rightarrow PT^*\mathbb{R}^3$ is non singular at $(t_0, u_0)$.
2. $\text{det}(\delta(t_0), \delta'(t_0), \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0$.
3. $F(t, x) = \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \rangle$ is a Morse family at $(t_0, x_0)$.

Here, $x_0 = \gamma(t_0) + u_0\delta(t_0)$.

**Proof.** By Proposition 3.3, the conditions (1) and (2) are equivalent. By the general theory of Legendrian singularity, the condition (3) implies the condition (1).

We now prove that the condition (2) implies the condition (3). For the purpose, we have
\[ \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t, x) = -D_{23}(t), \quad \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t, x) = D_{13}(t), \quad \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(t, x) = -D_{12}(t). \]

Therefore we have
\[ \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t}(t, x) = -D_{23}'(t), \quad \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t}(t, x) = D_{13}'(t), \quad \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t}(t, x) = -D_{12}'(t). \]

Hence, the Jacobian matrix of $(F(t, x), \frac{\partial F}{\partial t}(t, x))$ is
\[ \left( \begin{array}{ccc} \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t, x) & -D_{23}(t) & D_{13}(t) & -D_{12}(t) \\ \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t, x) & D_{23}'(t) & D_{13}'(t) & -D_{12}'(t) \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{ccc} \frac{\partial F}{\partial t}(t, x) & -\delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t) \\ \frac{\partial F}{\partial t}(t, x) & -\delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \end{array} \right). \]
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Since \((t_0, u_0)\) is a singular point of \(F(\tau, \delta)\), we have
\[
F'(t_0, x_0) = \frac{\partial F}{\partial t}(t_0, x_0) = \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial t^2}(t_0, x_0) = 0.
\]

By the last arguments in the proof of Proposition 3.3, \(\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0)\) and \(\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta''(t_0)\) are linearly independent if and only if \(\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0\). This completes the proof. \(\Box\)

5 Unfoldings of functions of one variable

In this section we use some general results on the singularity theory for families of function germs. Detailed descriptions are found in the book [4]. Let \(F : (\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^r, (t_0, x_0)) \to \mathbb{R}\) be a function germ. We call \(F\) an \(r\)-parameter unfolding of \(f\), where \(f(t) = F_{x_0}(t, x_0)\). We say that \(f\) has \(A_k\)-singularity at \(t_0\) if \(f^{(p)}(t_0) = 0\) for all \(1 \leq p \leq k\), and \(f^{(k+1)}(t_0) \neq 0\). We also say that \(f\) has \(A_{2k}\)-singularity at \(t_0\) if \(f^{(p)}(t_0) = 0\) for all \(1 \leq p \leq k\). Let \(F\) be an unfolding of \(f\) and \(f(t)\) has \(A_k\)-singularity \((k \geq 1)\) at \(t_0\). We denote the \((k-1)\)-jet of the partial derivative \(\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_i}\) at \(t_0\) by \(j^{(k-1)}(\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_i}(t, x_0))(t_0) = \sum_{j=1}^{k-1} \alpha_{ji} t^j\) for \(i = 1, \ldots, r\). Then the following lemma holds (cf., [4, 14]).

Lemma 5.1 \(F\) is a \(K\)-versal unfolding if and only if the \(k \times r\) matrix of coefficients \((\alpha_{0i}, \alpha_{ji})\) has rank \(k\) \((k \leq r)\), where \(\alpha_{0i} = \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_i}(t_0, x_0)\).

We are interested in the discriminant set \(D_F\) of \(F\). Then we have the following well-known result (cf., [4]).

Theorem 5.2 Let \(F : (\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R}^r, (t_0, x_0)) \to \mathbb{R}\) be an \(r\)-parameter unfolding of \(f(t)\) which has the \(A_k\) singularity at \(t_0\).
Suppose that \(F\) is a \(K\)-versal unfolding.

1. If \(k = 1\), then \(D_F\) is locally diffeomorphic to \(\{0\} \times \mathbb{R}^{r-1}\).
2. If \(k = 2\), then \(D_F\) is locally diffeomorphic to \(C \times \mathbb{R}^{r-2}\).
3. If \(k = 3\), then \(D_F\) is locally diffeomorphic to \(SW \times \mathbb{R}^{r-3}\).

Here, \(C = \{(x_1, x_2)|x_1^2 = x_2^2\}\) is the ordinary cusp and \(SW = \{(x_1, x_2, x_3)|x_1 = 3u^4 + u^2v, x_2 = 4u^3 + 2uv, x_3 = v\}\) is the swallowtail.

We consider the case when the generating family \(F(t, x) = (\gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'(t))\) of \(F(\gamma, \delta)\) is a Morse family at \((t_0, x_0)\) (i.e., \(\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0\)).

Proposition 5.3 Let \(F_{(\gamma, \delta)} : I \times J \longrightarrow \mathbb{R}^3\) be a noncylindrical developable surface. Assume that there exist function \(\mu, \lambda : I \longrightarrow \mathbb{R}\) such that \(\gamma'(t) = \mu(t) \delta(t) + \lambda(t) \delta'(t)\) and \(\det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \neq 0\).

1. If \(f_{x_0}(t_0) = f'_{x_0}(t_0) = f''_{x_0}(t_0) = 0\) if and only if \(x_0 = \gamma(t_0) - \lambda(t_0) \delta(t_0)\).
2. If \(f_{x_0}(t_0) = f'_{x_0}(t_0) = f''_{x_0}(t_0) = f_{x_0}(t_0) = 0\) if and only if the condition of the assertion (1) holds and \(\mu(t_0) = \lambda'(t_0)\).
3. If \(f_{x_0}(t_0) = f'_{x_0}(t_0) = f''_{x_0}(t_0) = f_{x_0}(t_0) = 0\) if and only if the condition of the assertion (2) holds and \(\mu(t_0) = \lambda''(t_0)\).
Proof. We have already calculated the first derivative of $f_x$, in the proof of Proposition 4.3, so that we have $f'_x(t) = \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle$. Therefore we have

$$f''_x(t) = \langle \gamma'(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle + \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta'(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle + \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'''(t) \rangle
$$

$$= \lambda(t) \langle \delta'(t), \delta(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle + \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta'(t) \wedge \delta''(t) \rangle + \langle \gamma(t) - x, \delta(t) \wedge \delta'''(t) \rangle.$$

By Proposition 4.3, we may assume that there exists $\xi \in \mathbb{R}$ with $x_0 = \gamma(t_0) + \xi \delta(t_0)$. Substituting $(t_0, x_0)$ into $f''_x(t)$, we have the assertion (1).

By direct but rather long calculations, we have other assertions. Therefore we omit the detail. □

Moreover, we have the following proposition

**Proposition 5.4** If $f_{x_0}$ has the $A_k$-singularity ($k = 1, 2, 3$) at $t_0$, then $F$ is a $K$-versal unfolding of $f_{x_0}$.

**Proof.** Case (1) When $f_{x_0}$ has the $A_1$-singularity at $t_0$, we define the $1 \times 2$-matrix $A$ as follows:

$$A = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(t_0, x_0)
\end{pmatrix}$$

As we already calculated in the proof of Theorem 4.4 that

$$\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t, x) = -D_{23}(t), \quad \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t, x) = D_{13}(t), \quad \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(t, x) = -D_{12}(t).$$

On the other hand, we have

$$A = (-D_{23}(t_0), D_{13}(t_0), -D_{12}(t_0)) = -\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0) \neq 0.$$

Therefore rank $A = 1$.

Case (2) When $f_{x_0}$ has the $A_2$-singularity at $t_0$, we also require the $2 \times 3$-matrix

$$B = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(t_0, x_0) \\
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t}(t_0, x_0)
\end{pmatrix}$$

to be nonsingular. By Proposition 5.3, $f_{x_0}(t)$ has the $A_2$-singularity at $t_0$ if and only if $x_0 = \gamma(t_0) - \lambda(t_0) \delta(t_0)$ and $\mu(t_0) \neq \lambda'(t_0)$. It also follows from the proof of Theorem 4.4 that

$$B = \begin{pmatrix}
-D_{23}(t_0), & D_{13}(t_0), & -D_{12}(t_0) \\
-D_{23}'(t_0), & D_{13}'(t_0), & -D_{12}'(t_0)
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
-\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0) \\
-\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta''(t_0)
\end{pmatrix}.$$

Since det$(\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0)) \neq 0$, $\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta'(t_0)$ and $\delta(t_0) \wedge \delta''(t_0)$ are linearly independent. This means that the rank of $B$ is two.

Case (3) When $f_{x_0}$ has the $A_3$-singularity at $t_0$, we consider the $3 \times 3$-matrix

$$C = \begin{pmatrix}
\frac{\partial F}{\partial x_1}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_2}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial F}{\partial x_3}(t_0, x_0) \\
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t}(t_0, x_0) \\
\frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0), & \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0)
\end{pmatrix}.$$
Since
\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t}(t_0, x_0), \frac{\partial^2 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t}(t_0, x_0) \right) = -\delta(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0),
\]
we have
\[
\left( \frac{\partial^3 F}{\partial x_1 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0), \frac{\partial^3 F}{\partial x_2 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0), \frac{\partial^3 F}{\partial x_3 \partial t^2}(t_0, x_0) \right) = -\delta'(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0) - \delta(t_0) \land \delta^{(3)}(t_0).
\]
Therefore we have
\[
det(C) = (-\delta'(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0) - \delta(t_0) \land \delta^{(3)}(t_0), (-\delta(t_0) \land \delta'(t_0)) \land (-\delta(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0)))
\]
\[
= (-\delta'(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0) - \delta(t_0) \land \delta^{(3)}(t_0), det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \delta(t_0))
\]
\[
= -det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) \delta(t_0) \land \delta''(t_0), \delta(t_0)) = -(det(\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)))^2.
\]
By the assumption, we have det(C) \neq 0. This completes the proof. \[\square\]

By Theorem 5.2 and Proposition 5.4, we complete the proof of the assertion (1) of Theorem 2.8.

6 The cuspidal crosscap

In order to prove the remaining part of Theorem 2.8, we use the classification result on tangent developables. As we already mentioned in Example 2.5 that Cleave [3] has shown that the tangent developable of a regular space curve \( \gamma(t) \) has the cuspidal crosscap at a point \( \gamma(t_0) \) if and only if \( \tau(t_0) = 0 \) and \( \tau'(t_0) \neq 0 \). We now apply this result to our situation. Let \( F(\gamma, \delta) \) be a developable surface. We fix two smooth functions \( \mu, \lambda : I \to \mathbb{R}^3 \) with \( \gamma'(t) = \mu(t)\delta(t) + \lambda(t)\delta'(t) \). By Corollary 2.4, the singular locus of the developable surface is given by \( \sigma(t) = \gamma(t) - \lambda(t)\delta(t) \). Since \( \sigma'(t) = (\mu(t) - \lambda'(t))\delta(t), \sigma(t) \) is a regular space curve if and only if \( \mu(t) - \lambda'(t) \neq 0 \). Under this condition the torsion of \( \sigma(t) \) is given by

\[
det(\sigma'(t) \sigma''(t) \sigma^{(3)}(t)) \over ||\sigma'(t) \land \sigma''(t)||^2.
\]

By the direct calculation that the torsion of \( \sigma(t) \) is

\[
\tau_{\sigma}(t) = (\mu(t) - \lambda'(t)) \over \delta(t) \delta'(t) \delta''(t) \over ||\delta'(t) \land \delta''(t)||^2.
\]

The first derivative of the torsion of \( \sigma(t) \) is

\[
\tau'_{\sigma}(t) = (\mu(t) - \lambda'(t))' \over \delta'(t) \delta'(t) \delta''(t) \over ||\delta'(t) \land \delta''(t)||^2 - 2(\mu(t) - \lambda'(t)) \over (\delta(t) \delta'(t), \delta(t) \delta'(t)) \over \delta(t) \delta'(t) \delta''(t) \over ||\delta'(t) \land \delta''(t)||^2 + (\mu(t) - \lambda'(t)) \over \delta'(t) \delta''(t) \delta^{(3)}(t) \over ||\delta'(t) \land \delta''(t)||^2.
\]
Therefore the tangent developable $F(\gamma, \delta)$ of $\sigma(t)$ has the cuspidal crosscap at the point $\sigma(t_0) = \gamma(t_0) - \lambda(t_0)\delta(t_0)$ if and only if

$$\det (\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta''(t_0)) = 0 \text{ and } \det (\delta(t_0) \delta'(t_0) \delta'''(t_0)) \neq 0.$$ 

This completes the proof of the assertion (2) of Theorem 2.8.

**Remarks** Since a developable surface is considered to be the tangent developable of the singular locus, we can also apply the method of Ishikawa in [9] for the proof of Theorem 2.8. The calculation is, however, a rather complicated compared with the method we used in this paper. Moreover, our method also gives information on generating families of developable surfaces. These facts clarify the feature of singularities of developable surfaces from the viewpoint of contact geometry.
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